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WELCOME FROM THE
CONFERENCE CHAIR
A very warm welcome to
each and every one of you
whether you be with us here
in Perth or joining virtually,
thank you for joining us.
CORE has positioned itself as Australasia’s premier technical
conference for rail professionals, representing value, a quality
technical program and networking opportunities. The ability for
RTSA to deliver on this is thanks to the generous contribution
of our sponsors including our Platinum Partners ARTC and
the Public Transport Authority of Western Australia as well
as our Young Professional Scholarship Sponsors Aurizon
and WSP, Gold Sponsors Arc Infrastructure and GHD; Long
term Gala Dinner Sponsor WSP; Networking Lounge Sponsor
Geofabrics, App Sponsor Arup and Name Badge and Lanyard
sponsor Institute of Railway Technology, Monash University.
Complementing the support of our sponsors is the CORE 2021
exhibitors that help to create a dynamic, engaging exhibition for
our delegates to interact within.
For our Organising Committee this is CORE 2.0 having been
almost at the finish line with only two months to go when in
March 2020 we went into hibernation with the onset of COVID-19.
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Our industry over that time has seen growth and opportunities
with resources stretched. My thanks to the committee for their
tireless work over an extended period of time .
This year with our hybrid event delivery all sessions will be
recorded and made available to delegates, sponsors and
exhibitors following the conference to further continue your
professional development and more importantly not have that
problem of choosing which session you should go to.
In this current world we are living in, now more than ever
we need to Collaborate to Master Complexity in the delivery
of our projects. I hope that the coming two day you will gain
insights and challenges and how we can look to move forward
to ensure our success.
Thank you once again for your commitment to your
professional development and joining us at CORE 2021.

Graham Holden
CORE 2021 Conference Chair

Download the
CORE2021 App today

Conference App Sponsor
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Delivering reliable,
efficient and safe
rail infrastructure
+
+

+

+

Spanning 1,700km, Inland Rail is the
largest freight rail infrastructure project
in Australia.
The 6km freight tunnel through
Queensland’s Great Dividing Range will
be the largest diameter diesel freight
tunnel in the southern hemisphere.
The 128km section from Gowrie to Kagaru
in Queensland includes the construction
of three tunnels totalling 8km in length,
more than 50 bridges, 10 viaducts, and 20
grade separations.
Inland Rail’s sheer scale and complexity
has attracted some of the world’s top
rail engineering and infrastructure
delivery experts.

A visualisation of the proposed 6.2km tunnel
through the Toowoomba Range, an engineering
centrepiece of Inland Rail.

1800 732 761
inlandrailenquiries@artc.com.au
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WELCOME FROM RTSA
EXECUTIVE CHAIR
It is a privilege to welcome you to Perth,
and virtually, on behalf of the Railway
Technical Society of Australasia (RTSA) for
our preeminent event, the Conference on
Railway Excellence (CORE). Our Conference
Organising Committee, headed up by
Graham Holden, has shown vision, patience
and planning skills in preparing the CORE
2021 program – delayed from 2020 due to COVID-19 - for you,
our delegates. The success of CORE 2021 will also be a product
of your enthusiasm and willingness to participate and learn.
The conference theme chosen by the Conference Organising
Committee is “Collaborating to Master Complexity”. This theme is
particularly relevant given the impact of COVID-19 on our methods
of working, learning and interacting with our colleagues.
The theme will be especially evident in the keynote addresses
from Ms Anne O’Neil, P.E., CSEP, Systems Engineering Catalyst
and Industry Advisor (delivered virtually), Lido Costa, Principal
Engineer AutoHaul®, Rio Tinto Iron Ore, Dr Neil Preston,
Organisational Psychologist, Director and Founder, PsyOpus
and and Francois Davenne, Director General, International
Union of Railways (UIC). I hope you enjoy their presentations
and reflect on the implications for your own organisation.
The conference papers contain much new knowledge, and an
expanding field of topics across the railway sector. Our industry
has never been busier! However, in order to continue to deliver
projects and operate our railways systems safely and efficiently,
we need to learn and find ways to manage the increased
complexity, integration and interfaces challenges. This is what
CORE2021 offers.

I would also like to acknowledge our valued sponsors and
exhibitors and hope you will seek them out at CORE 2021.
Without their continued support during the one year delay
we could not have delivered this conference.
The RTSA is a Technical Society of Engineers Australia and
Engineering New Zealand. Our six chapters work to provide
continuing professional development opportunities for our
members from a range of disciplines and professions across
the railway industry and in academia. Following CORE 2021,
the RTSA will commence a strategy update period. I encourage
you to participate in the development of our updated strategic
plan through responding to our upcoming member survey,
becoming a member, volunteering your time, or sending
feedback directly to myself at chair@rtsa.com.au.
Perth is an appropriate city to hold our conference, with the
ongoing METRONET program - “The single largest investment
in public transport that Perth has seen” - demonstrating the
conference theme. I will join my fellow Victorians in participating
virtually as we have done for most of the past year. I trust that
all of you will enjoy your time in Perth, and virtually, with all
of the networking opportunities that CORE 2021 has been
designed to provide.
Best Regards
Roy Unny, CPEng
Executive Chair Railway Technical Society of Australasia
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EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

Critical Rail Industry Opportunities
The Public Transport Authority of Western Australia (PTA), is an innovative Government Agency
and a highly sought-after employer offering once in a lifetime opportunities to work on major rail
infrastructure projects. The PTA is looking for qualified and experienced engineers and transport
professionals to help maintain the state’s public transport network.
We are looking for applicants who have a proven track record and relevant experience in the
delivery of complex, high value rail based public transport projects. Most of the opportunities involve
engineering however; rail operations planning, operations management and commissioning within
a project delivery environment are also being sought.

The current specialist positions being recruited are:
> Project Track Engineering Manager

> Railway Operations Manager

> Permanent Way Engineer

> Engineering Manager (Rail Systems Projects)

> Project Commissioning Manager

> Engineering Assurance Manager

> Commissioning Project Manager Railway Systems

> Senior Signals Engineer

> Principal OLE Engineer

> Overhead Supervisor

> Principal Traction Power Engineer

> Track Superintendent

> Principal Signals Engineer

> Advanced Linesperson

> Senior Signals Engineer

> Overhead Superintendent

> Signals Engineer

> Manager Rail Safety Investigations

> Principal Controls & Communications Engineer

> Manager Rail Freight Infrastructure

Interested?
Please visit www.pta.wa.gov.au/jobinterest

CONFERENCE HOST
The Conference on Railway Excellence
(CORE) is hosted by the Railway
Technical Society of Australasia (RTSA).
The RTSA is a joint Technical Society of Engineers Australia
and Engineering New Zealand, formed to further the interests of
the railway industry at large and its individual participants. There
are six Chapters across Australia and New Zealand established
under the RTSA umbrella. All chapters run programs that not
only address topical railway issues but provide the opportunity
for joint meetings with other similar groups in the industry.
We also have a Professional Development Sub-committee
focused on education, training and development activities.
RTSA is a non-profit organisation and was established in 1998 for
the purpose of promoting the cooperation of academic, industrial,
consulting, commercial and governmental organisations in
relation to the practice and advancement of railway technology
and management in Australasia. In 2023 will be celebrating our
25th anniversary and we are developing an associated program
of events for the next two years.
The activities of the RTSA are directed towards providing
leadership for the facilitation and coordination of professionalism
in the railway industry and the encouragement of member
contributions to the application of railway technology and good
management practices. The objectives of the RTSA are, to
stimulate the active contribution and participation of its members
in the development and dissemination of railway technology
and management knowledge, so to support the business of
the railway industry, to provide for the continuing professional
development of its members and to promote close working
relationships amongst participants in the railway industry.
RTSA provides an exciting and convenient portal to the technical
world of railways. It provides opportunities to learn and network
with peers and also the opportunity to attend conferences
and site events. RTSA’s activities strongly encourage learning
and excellence in practice. RTSA is linked and working with
specialist organisations such as Australasian Centre for
Rail Innovation (ACRI), Australasian Railway Association (ARA),
Rail Industry Safety and Standards Board (RISSB) and American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association
(AREMA). This network provides the opportunity to learn, share
and disseminate knowledge.
We provide that largest number of rail awards and scholarships
annually. We also reach into our potential membership by
conducting sessions where we put University Students and
Industry Representatives into a congenial atmosphere including
running University Challenge programs.
On learning, RTSA has over 60 sessions around Australasia
every year where members and guests can listen to emerging
and exciting technical innovation. We also conduct field visits
and study tours, called STORE, where we investigate, on the
ground, what is happening in a part of the industry.

For more information on individual and corporate membership,
visit www.rtsa.com.au
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VENUE
Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre (PCEC)
21 Mounts Bay Rd, Perth WA 6000

Level 1
Exhibition
Morning Tea, Lunch, Afternoon Tea
Networking Sessions
Young Professionals Icebreaker

Level 2
Young Professionals Breakfast
Concurrent Sessions
Presenter and Session Chair Breakfast
Speakers’ Preparation Room
Plenary and Concurrent Sessions

REGISTRATION DESK

Registration Desk

ESPRESSO CAFE

Level 3
Gala Dinner
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Registration desk

Mobile devices

Location: Level 2, Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre.

As a courtesy to other participants, please ensure that all your
mobile devices are on ‘silent’ mode during presentations.

Opening Times:

Monday 21 June

15:00 – 18:00

Tuesday 22 June

07:00 – 18:00

Name badge

Wednesday 23 June

07:00 – 16:00

It would be appreciated if delegates wear
their name badge at all times during the
event as this identifies them as eligible
for catering and entry to sessions.

ATM
An Automatic Teller Machine is located on Level 2, adjacent to
the Liberty Bar.

Contact
From Monday 21 June, Encanta can be contacted on:
M: 0400 500 037 (during registration desk hours)
M: 0411 105 569 (after hours)

COVID safe event plan
The event managers have developed a COVID safe event plan for
the Congress. Please follow the directions of the session chairs
and event staff at the venue at all times.

Dress

DELEGATE

In registering for this event relevant details may be incorporated
into a delegate list for the benefit of sponsors, exhibitors,
committee, Encanta Event Management and other parties directly
related to the event. Should you wish for your details not to be
included in this list, please inform the registration desk team.

Speakers & Session Chair Breakfast Briefing
Dates:

Tuesday 21 June and Wednesday 23 June

Time:

07:30 – 08:15

Location:

Meeting Room 6, Level 2, PCEC

Welcome Reception,
Conference Session and
Networking Session:

Business Casual

WSP Gala Dinner:

Business/Lounge Suit

Speakers & Session Chairs are required to attend a briefing
breakfast on the day of their allocated presentation/session.
This breakfast will provide you with an opportunity for Session
Chairs and presenters to meet and discuss the format and their
understanding of the strict time keeping requirements.

Technical Tours:

Please refer to specific PPE
requirements for individual tours.

Speakers’ Preparation Room

Disclaimer

Location: Meeting Room 11, Level 2, PCEC

First aid

It is our objective that presentations operate as smoothly as
possible. Therefore, all presenters are required to check into this
room at least 2 hours prior to their presentation to ensure that they
have met with the technician and that they are fully aware of your
presentation needs. Please check into this room and provide your
presentation on a usb to the technician during the following times:

A fully equipped first aid centre is located on Level 1 of the
convention centre, opposite Pavilion 2.

Opening Times:

The information in this brochure is correct at the time of
printing. The organisers reserve the right to alter any aspect of
the program without prior notice as circumstances dictate.

PCEC security and risk personnel are trained as first responders in
fire/safety and first aid emergencies including the use of on-site
defibrillators. In the event of a medical emergency, the venue’s
first aid attendants will be on hand to implement procedures
and contact external agencies as required.

Meals
All tea breaks and lunches will be served amongst the exhibition.
Special Dietary Requirements: If you have requested a special meal,
please make your way to the dedicated buffet in the exhibition hall.
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Privacy statement

Monday 21 June

14:00 – 18:00

Tuesday 22 June

07:00 – 16:30

Wednesday 23 June

07:00 – 15:30

WiFi
Connect to the PCEC Wireless
Pre Authorised User: rtsacore
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Intelligent engineering
solutions for Rail
→
→
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→

High level solutions for complex rail infrastructure
Rolling stock and infrastructure support
Reverse engineering and obsolescence management
Niche equipment design and manufacture
Bespoke solutions

ar-tech.com.au
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MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Karen has been a regular face and voice of ABC TV and radio sport since joining the ABC in 1989.
After completing a Bachelor of Arts degree in Communications and Psychology at Macquarie
University in Sydney, Karen spent eight years as a TV sports broadcaster and presenter, anchoring
golf, tennis and other major sporting broadcasts on the ABC network.
In 1997, she made the move to ABC Radio as the presenter of the weekend national sports
program ‘Summer Grandstand’ – a role she still enjoys from her adopted hometown of Perth.

Karen Tighe
ABC TV Sports Presenter
Broadcaster
MC/Facilitator

Karen co-hosted ABC Radio’s cover of the Sydney, Athens and Beijing Olympics, Kuala Lumpur
and Manchester Commonwealth Games and has hosted six Paralympic Games (Lillehammer,
Barcelona, Atlanta, Sydney, Beijing and London) with ABC TV.
She was part of the Friday night fun of ‘Live & Sweaty’ on ABC TV in the early nineties and for
six years presented sport on ABC TV’s weeknight news in Perth.
Karen was also the regular host of ABC TV’s annual coverage of the Hopman Cup tennis
tournament from 1994 to 2010.
She was the Media Award winner at the 2000 and 2001 Australian Sports Awards.
Karen is married to former ABC sports commentator Glenn Mitchell and is mother of
thirteen-year-old James.

Mission

Providing a people-centric,
integrated, safe and sustainable
transport system supporting the
future needs of our community.
The global transportation sector is transforming
at pace. The way we capture and analyse data
and implement design solutions is quickly - and
irrevocably - changing.
Discover how we’re enabling this transition at
ghd.com/railways
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Anne O’Neil serves as a committed catalyst for building Systems Engineering capability among
global transport and infrastructure sectors.
Founder of Anne O’Neil Consultants [AOC], the firm advises organisations in North America,
Europe and Australia seeking to adopt Systems practices and apply Systems Engineering (SE)
capability to achieve and improve business outcomes. AOC counsels the increasingly diverse
range of transport and infrastructure industries facing complexity and integration challenges.

Anne O’Neil
P.E., CSEP
Systems Engineering Catalyst
and Industry Advisor,
Anne O’Neil Consultants
Founding Chief Systems Engineer,
MTA New York City Transit

Anne was the founding Chief Systems Engineer for New York City Transit, North America’s largest
transit (metro and bus) network, from 2005-2013. In this role, Anne established and integrated
SE capability to improve the agency’s capital project delivery. This required developing Systems
Engineering discipline expertise and modifying the agency’s business process and capital program
development approach. It also necessitated effecting change and building systems awareness at
an industry level – among peer transit properties, consultants, contractors and systems suppliers.
A former Board member for INCOSE (International Council on Systems Engineering), Anne has
actively support SESA (Systems Engineering Society of Australia) since 2015. She has long served
as a Systems champion within the transport industry, raising SE awareness as a global speaker and
industry thought leader. Engineers Australia profiled her efforts in June 2017 CREATE magazine.
Dr Neil Preston is an Organisational Psychologist specialising in industrial and organisational
psychology. Over the past 15 years Dr Preston has worked for numerous government and private sector
organisations. He has also published over 35 international articles in psychology and medical science
including in the British Medical Journal, Psychological Medicine and Comprehensive Psychiatry.

Dr. Neil Preston
Director & Founder, PsyOpus

Dr Preston’s areas of professional interest include self-organisation, human emergence, and
emergent property theory and how these cutting edge technologies can be used to develop
collaborative maturity and support organisational peak performance. He was the lead organisational
design and alliance team consultant for major infrastructure projects such as the New Perth
Bunbury Highway, Mandurah Entrance Road and the Great Eastern Highway Upgrade and has
assisted in the selection of over 1 billion dollars worth of alliance contract infrastructure projects
by using the Team Synergy Scale to measure high and peak performing teams.
Lido was the Lead Technical Engineer on the AutoHaul® Driverless Trains system. Lido was
part of the project delivery leadership team responsible for all technical aspects of the system.
As Technical Authority, Lido was accountable for approving technical changes to the AutoHaul®
system. This role represented the most senior level of engineering oversight for the AutoHaul®
system, on behalf of RTIO, including approving of System Hardware and Software Architecture
and Safety Assurance strategy.

Lido Costa

Lido has over 35 years’ experience in Railway Signalling, Communications and Control Systems
with leading roles in projects in Europe (such as the Madrid – Seville High Speed Line), Asia,
Africa and Australia.

Principal Engineer AutoHaul®
Rio Tinto Iron Ore

Lido is a Chartered Professional Engineer (Aus) and a Fellow of the Institute for Railway
Signalling Engineers (FIRSE) UK.
Mr Davenne graduated from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications d’Evry in
1988 and from the Ecole Nationale d’Administration (ENA) in 1999. Throughout his career, he has
consistently promoted interdisciplinarity as a key factor for success. Having gained experience
in international satellite telecommunications, he initially held various roles in the housing sector,
making use of his strong financial and legal skills. He was involved in policy and regulation of the
sector and managed key operational programmes, most notably for the city of Paris.

François
Davenne
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After three years with the French Ministry of Transport, working on railway safety and regulation,
with an emphasis on European regulations, he was elected in 2012 as Secretary General of OTIF,
the Intergovernmental Organisation for International Carriage by Rail. From early 2013 to the end
of 2018, he promoted interdisciplinarity and partnership building in order to expand and develop
the uniform regulations for international carriage by rail.

PROGRAM
Monday 21 June 2021
15:00 - 18:00

Registration Desk Open

16:30 - 17:30

Young Professionals Icebreaker

17:30 - 19:00

Welcome Reception

CORE 2021 Exhibition, Pavilion 1
Vocus Suite Level 1
CORE 2021 Exhibition, Level 2

Tuesday 22 June 2021
07:00 - 18:00

Registration Desk Open

07:30 - 08:15

Presenter and Session Chair Breakfast, Compulsory for all chairs and presenters for the day

Level 2

08:30 - 19:00 Exhibition Open
08:15 - 09:50

Meeting Room 6

CORE 2021 Exhibition, Pavilion 1

PLENARY SESSION

Riverside Theatre

08:15 - 08:20 Welcome to Country
08:20 - 08:25 Welcome – Master of Ceremonies
08:25 - 08:40 Ministerial Address – The Hon Rita Saffioti MLA, State Minister for Transport; Planning; Ports
08:40 - 08:45 RTSA Welcome – Roy Unny, RTSA Executive Chair
08:45 - 08:50 Official Opening – Graham Holden, Conference Organising Committee Chair
08:50 - 09:30 Keynote Address – Anne O’Neil, P.E., CSEP, Systems Engineering Catalyst and Industry Advisor, Anne O’Neil Consultants
09:30 - 09:50 Young Professional Scholarship: Emerging Young Rail Professional Pitch
Richard Yew, Metro Trains Melbourne, VIC
Farhan Rahman, Arup, VIC
Mushfika Upama, Arup, NSW
Be sure to vote following these presentations for the Emerging Young Professional
09:50 - 10:25 Morning Tea
10:30 - 12:35

CORE 2021 Exhibition, Pavilion 1

CONCURRENT SESSIONS
1A

Track Maintenance
and Upgrades

Session sponsored by

1B

Rolling Stock; Vehicle
Design Manufacture
and Maintenance

1C

Signals and Train
Control Systems

1D

Operating Safety
and Human Factors

Room

Riverside Theatre

Riverview Room 5

Meeting Room 7

Meeting Room 8

10:30

Automating an
$70m/Year Track
Renewals Program

Collaborative Approach
to Bringing Railcar
Manufacturing to
Western Australia

Level Crossing
Performance Modelling
Using Timed Petri Nets

Early Human Factors
Analysis – A Risk-Based
Approach for
Understanding What
Should Be Done and When

Nicholas Keogh, Aurizon,
QLD, Austalia

11:00

Inertial Standards
Development for Track
Maintenance
Colin Cole, Centre for Railway
Engineering, QLD, Australia

Garry Taylor, Public Transport
Authority, WA, Australia

Steven Gibson, RGB
Assurance, WA, Australia

Andrew Sutherland,
HF Integration Pty Ltd, WA,
Australia

Does Demonstration of
Design Compliance Also
Demonstrate Engineering
Due Diligence?

Sydney Automatic Train
Protection Program –
Technology Integration in a
Brownfield Moving Baseline

Alexander Bidanov, SNC
Lavalin Rail & Transit, NSW,
Australia

Oliver Lake, Sydney Trains,
NSW, Australia

Extending Model-Based
Approaches to Integrate
Human Factors Aspects
Into Cybersecurity and
Safety Assessments
Grace Kennedy, University
of Wollongong, SA, Australia
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1A

Track Maintenance

1B

Rolling Stock
Vehicle Design and
Manufacture

Signals and Train
Control Systems

1D

Operating Safety and
Human Factors

Room

Riverside Theatre

Riverview Room 5

Meeting Room 7

Meeting Room 8

11:30

A Reappraisal of Head
Wear Limits for Heat
Treated Rails Under
Heavy Haul Conditions

Potential to Adopt
Condition-Based
Maintenance to Optimise
Obsolescence Management
for Rolling Stock in
Western Australia

The Potential Benefits
of Advanced Train
Management System
(ATMS)

Sleep Apnoea: An Under
Diagnosed Threat to
Railway Safety

Iman Salehi, Institute of
Railway Technology VIC,
Australia

12:00

Mainline Track Upgrades:
Auckland – Wellington
and Sydney - Melbourne
Philip Laird, University of
Wollongong, NSW, Australia

12:30 - 13:30

Lunch

13:35 - 15:35

CONCURRENT SESSIONS
2A

Ian Fox, ARTC, SA, Australia
Gary Evans, ARTC, SA, Australia

Track Conditioning
Monitoring and
Data Analytics

James Michel, Marsh Rail
Practice, Marsh and McLennan,
DC, United States

Adriane Ho, Aurecon Australasia
Pty Ltd, WA, Australia

Implementing New Wheel
and Rail Profiles Using
Digital Data on the Central
Queensland Coal Network
William Schuh, Aurizon,
QLD, Australia

Case Study: Successful
Re-Signalling of Existing
Metro Networks
Melih Arpaci, Siemens AG
Mobility Division, Germany

Signal ColourMisconceptions from
Prescription Lenses
Worn by Train Drivers
Gregoire Larue, ACRI, QLD,
Australia
CORE 2021 Exhibition, Pavilion 1

sponsored by

2B

Wheel/Rail
Interaction

2C

Safety, Prevention
and Investigation

2D

Transit Planning and
Urban Design

Room

Riverside Theatre

Riverview Room 5

Meeting Room 7

13:35

Broken Rail Detection A Reliable and Accurate
Onboard Solution

Rail Profile Grinding
Strategy for the ARTC
Hunter Valley Heavy Haul
Network

Visual Intelligence and
Total Rail: An Integrated
Connected Event and Video Approach
Recorder to Enhance Train TC Chew, Arup, London, UK
Operations and Safety

Darrien Welsby, Institute
of Railway Technology, VIC,
Australia

J. David Semple,
Wi-tronix, NSW, Australia

Justin Niven, Siemens Mobility,
WA, Australia

14:05

Artificial Intelligence for
the Automation of Rail and
Corridor Inspections

RCF and Wear Prediction to
Develop a Rail Maintenance
Regime for New Metro
Ashley Cox, Cordel, NSW Australia Train Infrastructure
Robert Schweiger,
John Holland, SA, Australia

14:35

Using Augmented Reality
to Assist Track Inspectors
for Turnout Inspections
Siva Naidoo, Institute of
Railway Technology, VIC,
Australia

15:05

Developments in the
Rail Profile Quality Index
Darrien Welsby, Institute
of Railway Technology, VIC,
Australia

Parallel Computing Rail
Heat Transfer Simulation
for Track Measured
Temperature Data
Chris Bosomworth, Central
Queensland University,
QLD, Australia

Managing the Wheel
Rail Interface – the
Benefit of Comprehensive
Wheel/Rail Study at the
Project Phase
Harry De Lange, Roy Hill, WA,
Australia

15:35 - 16:00
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1C

Afternoon Tea

Delivering a Safe Railway:
Safety Case Approach
Applied to Passenger
Operations on Sydney
Metro Northwest
Andrew Ward, John Holland,
NSW, Australia

Kaikoura Earthquake –
Use of Remote Monitoring
and Operational Controls
for Reopening the
Main North Line
Daniel Headifen, KiwiRail,
Wellington, New Zealand

Meeting Room 8

Rail Network Long-Term
Planning: Comparing
Challenges and Practices in
Switzerland and Australia
Julien Morizet, WSP Australia
Pty Limited, QLD, Australia

Disrupt Disruption:
A Data Driven Approach
to Optimise Bus Planning
During Rail Disruptions
Guillaume Paix, Systra, NSW,
Australia

Proximity Reminders
on the Country Regional
Network, Adding Another
Layer of Safety
Graham Hjort, 4tel, NSW,
Australia
CORE 2021 Exhibition, Pavilion 1

16:05 - 17:35

CONCURRENT SESSIONS
3A

Track; Turnouts
and Joints

3B

Rolling Stock; Brake
and Bogie Systems

3C

Environmental Issues
and Energy Efficiency

Session sponsored by

Riverside Theatre

16:05

Rail Contact Surface
Optimum Brake Control
Inclination in Turnouts – A Via Multi-Mode Shifting
Review of Current Practice of Slip Control Zone

17:05

Riverview Room 5

Matvey Klopov, ARTC, QLD,
Australia

Sundar Shrestha, Centre
for Railway Engineering,
QLD, Australia

Expanding Our
Understanding of the
Not So Insignificant Rail
Expansion Joint

From Friction Measurement
to Track Damage Indexes
in High Adhesion
Locomotive Studies

Andrew Matthews, GHD
Pty Ltd, Vic, Australia

Maksym Spiryagin, Centre
For Railway Engineering,
QLD, Australia

Mitigation of Derailment
Risks at Switches Through
Appropriate Design of
Wear Gauges

Why Change AS7524
Couplers and Drawgear?
Scott Simson, Bradken,
NSW, Australia

Jerome Pun, Institute of Railway
Technology, VIC, Australia

17:40 - 19:00

Structures; Bridges
and Stations

Session sponsored by

Room

16:35

3D

Meeting Room 7

Meeting Room 8

Are Hybrids Just Hype?

Kiwirail Long-Term Rail
Bridge Renewal Management
Through a Structures Health
Prioritisation Process

Frank Szanto, Downer Rail,
NSW, Australia

Rudolph Kotze, Holmes
Consulting, New Zealand
Michael Keenan, Kiwirail,
New Zealand

Lessons Learned in
How to Model Strategic
Noise Impacts From Entire
Freight Rail Networks
Cost Effectively
Luke Zoontjens, SLR Consulting
Australia, WA, Australia

Rail Structure Interaction –
An Essential Methodology
for Improving Bridge Safety
and Passenger Comfort
Bernard Shepherd, GHD Ltd,
VIC, Australia

Rapid Charging Concept
for Hybrid Heavy Haul
Locomotive Consists

Underground Station Design
Development - A Case Study
- Cross River Rail

Shah Ahmad, Centre for
Railway Engineering,
QLD, Australia

Joseph Donohue, Arup, QLD,
Australia

Networking Session

CORE 2021 Exhibition, Pavilion 1

Wednesday 23 June 2021
07:00 - 18:00

Registration Desk Open

07:30 - 08:15

Presenter and Session Chair Breakfast, Compulsory for all chairs and presenters for the day

07:30 - 08:15

Young Professionals Breakfast

07:00 - 19:00

Exhibition Open
Arrival Tea and Coffee available from 07:30

Level 2
Meeting Room 6
Riverview Room 5

CORE 2021 Exhibition, Pavilion 1

08:30 - 10:00 DAY 2 PLENARY SESSION

Riverside Theatre

08:30 - 08:35 Welcome Day 2 – Master of Ceremonies
08:40 - 09:20 Keynote Address – Dr Neil Preston, Director and Founder. PsyOpus
09:20 - 10:00 Keynote Address: Growth in Digital Capacity: Automation at Rio Tinto – Lido Costa, Rio Tinto
10:00 - 10:30

Morning Tea

10:35 - 12:35

CONCURRENT SESSIONS
4A

Track; Formation and
Geotechnical

CORE 2021 Exhibition, Pavilion 1

4B

Communications
Systems

4C

Track-Rail
Maintenance

Session
sponsored by

4D

Rolling Stock Vehicle
Dynamics and
Monitoring

Room

Riverside Theatre

Riverview Room 5

Meeting Room 7

Meeting Room 8

10:35

Inland Rail – Earthworks
Value Engineering

The Internet of Trains
(IoT) – A Perspective on
Technology in a Modern
Railway

Advanced Rail-Defect
Management with
Rail Milling

Assessing Wagon Instability
in Long Trains Using Parallel
Co-Simulation Technique

Wilhelm Kubin, Linsinger,
Austria

Qing Wu, Centre for Railway
Engineering , QLD, Australia

Andrew Newson, SMEC
Australia Pty Ltd, SA, Australia

Yang Phay, Public Transport
Authority, WA, Australia
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4A

Track; Formation and
Geotechnical

4B

Communications
Systems

4C

Track-Rail
Maintenance

4D

Session
sponsored by

Room

Riverside Theatre

Riverview Room 5

Meeting Room 7

Meeting Room 8

11:05

Design of Rail Formation
and Subgrade – Matching
Testing to Design
Parameters

Netflix for Rollingstock –
Driver Video on Demand

Influence of Laser
Cladding in Railway
Maintenance: A Review

Rolling Stock and Twist
Test Inputs

Use of Dynamic Simulations
to Address Gaps in Current
Approach to Mitigate
Geometry Based Risk

On-Board Wheel Flat
Detection for Heavy Haul
Wagons Using Ultra-Low
Power Sensor Nodes

Andy Doe, ARTC, QLD, Australia

11:35

Track Support Floating
Soil Beam on Helical
Piles - Canadian National
Railway Bala Subdivision

Stephen Endicott, Public
Transport Authority of Western
Australia, WA, Australia

Mirroring Futures MCX Vs FRMCS
Rodrigo Alvarez, Rail Systems
Australia, WA, Australia

Edward Wu, North Carolina
Railroad Company, NC, USA
Mario Ruel, Ontario, Canada

12:05

Managing Complexity
on Digital Systems;
A Model-Based Systems
Engineering Approach

Rajesh Bhavsar, Geofabrics
Australasia Pty Ltd, VIC,
Australia

Donovan Roodt, Shoal Group,
NSW Australia &
Malaeka Nadeem, Transport
for NSW, NSW, Australia

12:35 - 13:30

Lunch

13:35 - 15:35

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Ian Goldney, SNC-Lavalin, QLD,
Panahsadat Fasihi, Institute of Australia
Railway Technology, VIC, Australia

Nithurshan Nadarajah,
Esteban Bernal, Centre for
Institute of Railway Technology, Railway Engineering, QLD,
VIC, Australia
Australia

Improved Performance
of Mechanically Stabilised
Capping/Structural Fill
Layers Under Cyclic Loading

5A

Using Track-Based Fibre
Bragg Grating Sensor
Monitoring to Improve
Track Maintenance and
Rollingstock Dynamic
Behaviour

Integration of Wayside
Condition Monitoring and
Operational Data to Enable
Rolling Stock Condition
Based Maintenance and
Derailment Risk Reduction

Naveen Muthuraj, Institute
of Railway Technology, VIC,
Australia

Joseph Totten, BHP, WA, Australia
Andrew Meyer, Trimble Rail,
SA, Australia
CORE 2021 Exhibition, Pavilion 1

sponsored by

Track- Rail Welding

5B

Overhead Traction
Systems

5C

Light Rail

5D

Engineering Design
Systems and Research

Room

Riverside Theatre

Riverview Room 5

Meeting Room 7

Meeting Room 8

13:35

Key Issues in Managing
Field Welding of Rail

Remote Isolating and Rail
Connecting - the Conception
of the E Dt and the Feeder
Circuit Status Evaluator

Passengers - Are They
Protected in a Crash?

What’s Behind the
‘Why’? The Importance
of Human Centred
Infrastructure Design

John Cookson, Institute of
Railway Technology, VIC,
Australia

14:05

Thermal Modelling
to Optimise the
Vertical Alignment of
Aluminothermic Welds
Quan Lai, Institute of Railway
Technology, VIC, Australia

14:35

Basic Mechanical Properties
and Ratcheting Behaviour
of Flash Butt Welds in
High Strength Steel Rails
Hang Su, Monash University,
VIC, Australia

15:05 - 15:30
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Rolling Stock
Vehicle Dynamics
and Monitoring

Jademond Kiang, SNC-Lavalin
Atkins, NSW, Australia

David Stuart-Smith, Arup,
NSW, Australia
Janine Joannou, Arup,
NSW, Australia

New Dynamic DC Fault
Level Modelling for
Railway Networks
Medhat Al Zaman, Middleton
Group, VIC, Australia
Stephen Goh, Middleton
Group, VIC, Australia

Stuart Allabush, WSP, NSW,
Australia

Minimising Vehicle to
Tram Collisions

Communication of Complex
Project Information Using
Mike Ford, Jacobs, VIC, Australia Diagrammatic Tools - Sydney
Metro Northwest OTS IC
Anna Loughnan, Jacobs,
VIC, Australia

Allen Ho, GHD, NSW, Australia

The Operator Pathway
to Remote Isolation

Entering the Wireless
World – Using Technology
Michael Briggs, Australian Rail with Light Rail to Shape
a Modern City
Technology, NSW, Australia
Scott Ney, WSP, NSW, Australia

Afternoon Tea

CORE 2021 Exhibition, Pavilion 1

15:30 - 16:45

Closing Session

15:30 - 16:00

RTSA Award Presentations

16:00 - 16:30

Keynote Address – Francois Davenne, Director General, International Union of Railways (UIC)

16:30 - 16:45

Closing Remarks

19:00 - Late

Gala Dinner

Sponsored by

Riverside Theatre

BelleVue Ballroom, Level 3

SOCIAL PROGRAM
Welcome Reception
Date:

Monday 21 June 2021

Time:

17:30 - 19:30

Room:

CORE 2021 Exhibition, Level 2

Dress:

Smart Casual

Delegates and exhibitors are invited to the Welcome Reception.
This is an opportunity for us to welcome you to the Conference
and for you to meet and mingle with other participants or
rekindle past friendships.

Networking Session
Date:

Tuesday 22 June 2021

Time:

17:30 - 19:00

Room:

CORE 2021 Exhibition, Level 2

Dress:

Smart Casual

At the conclusion of Day 1 enjoy a casual drink and nibbles
amongst the CORE exhibition and knowledge zone. Catch up
with the other delegates in relaxed surrounds.

WSP Gala Dinner
Date:

Wednesday 23 June 2021

Time:

19:00 - late

Room:

BelleVue Ballroom, Level 3

Dress:

Business Formal

Celebrate the close of CORE 2021 and your
last chance to reconnect with colleagues
whilst enjoying food, wine and entertainment
including a Whiskey Bar open from 9.00pm!

Sponsored by
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TECHNICAL TOURS
Monday 21 June: Morning Tours
Tour: High Wycombe Station – The light at the start of the tunnel
Location

Time

Cost

PPE

High Wycombe
Station,
90 Milner Road,
High Wycombe

08:00 – 09:30
(Tour 1)

$30 p/p
incl lunch

Full PPE (long trousers, longsleeved shirts, hard hat, orange
rail compliant high visibility
vest, safety glasses, lace-up
above-ankle steel cap boots – no
exceptions!). 0.00 BAC mandatory.

09:30 – 11:00
(Tour 2)

Located adjacent to the Forrestfield freight marshalling yard, High Wycombe Station will provide an accessible and efficient
transport option to and from the city for Perth’s foothills area. One of three new stations being built as part of the $1.86 billion
Forrestfield-Airport Link project, the station has been designed as an intermodal transport hub. The distinctive roof, complementing
the earthy red colours of the nearby Darling Scarp, will be an easily identifiable entry point for the at-grade terminus station.
It is here where the two tunnel boring machines started their 8km-long underground journeys.
How to get there?
Attendees to make their own way via train to Ashfield station, arriving at least 30 mins prior to the tour. A shuttle bus
will depart from the Railway Pde side. The bus will return attendees to the Railway Museum in Bassendean.
Tour: Denny Ave
Location

Time

Cost

PPE

Denny Avenue
Level Crossing

09:00 – 10:30
(Tour 1)

$30 p/p
incl lunch

Full PPE (long trousers, longsleeved shirts, hard hat, orange rail
compliant high visibility vest, safety
glasses, lace-up above-ankle steel
cap boots – no exceptions!). 0.00
BAC mandatory.

10;30 – 12:00
(Tour 2)

The Denny Avenue Level Crossing in Kelmscott is the first crossing to be removed under the METRONET Level Crossing Removal
program. The crossing permanently closed on April 1, 2021. A new east-west connection (a rail-over-road underpass) is being built
at Davis Road, 170m south of the existing location. Building the new underpass involved gradually raising the rail and associated
infrastructure and lowering the surrounding road network. The majority of works were completed adjacent to the live running rail
and the new bridge was constructed over a period of 5 months.
How to get there?
Attendees to make their own way via train to/from Kelmscott Station.
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Monday 21 June: Morning Tours (continued)
Tour: RTIO Operations Centre
Location

Time

Cost

PPE

11 George
Wiencke Drive,
Redcliffe

10:00 – 12:00

$30 p/p
incl lunch

Closed toe shoes, long pants.

Rio Tinto's Operations Centre is the locus of control for its Pilabra operations, and the home to the Autohaul autonomous train system.
Important Please Note: As a commercially sensitive area, RTIO reserves the right to screen and preclude competitors from entering.
Competitors to RTIO are asked not to register for this tour. Photography is not permitted within the building.
How to get there?
Attendees to make their own way to Elizabeth Quay Bus Station by 08:45, taking route 40 to the site. A shuttle bus will return
attendees to the Railway Museum in Bassendean for lunch and secondary tour or return to the city via train.
Tour: Claremont Station & Turnbacks
Location

Time

Cost

PPE

Claremont Station

10:30 – 11:30

$30 p/p
incl lunch

Full PPE (long trousers, longsleeved shirts, hard hat, orange
rail compliant high visibility
vest, safety glasses, lace-up
above-ankle steel cap boots – no
exceptions!). 0.00 BAC mandatory.

A multi-million dollar project at Claremont Station will improve passenger experience at the station, increase service frequency and
allow direct access to the Forrestfield-Airport Link. Passengers travelling between Claremont and Perth CBD will greatly benefit when
the Forrestfield-Airport Link opens, with increased service frequency during peak times. To allow this to happen, new rail infrastructure
called a turnback will be installed so Forrestfield-Airport Link trains can drop passengers off at Claremont Station and use the
turnbacks to turn around and head back the way they came.
The Claremont Station project will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installing two turnback facilities west of Claremont Station
Refurbishing station facilities and upgrading the platform’s security building
Improving station accessibility to meet the Disability and Discrimination Act
Expanding bus facilities
Removing the western pedestrian level crossing
Development of a pedestrian underpass west of the station to improve north-south connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists
Realigning existing rail infrastructure
Modifying the existing principal shared path (PSP)
How to get there?
Attendees to make their own way via train to/from Claremont station.

Railway Museum Tour & Lunch Available
Located at 136 Railway Parade, Bassendean (closest station Ashfield) view the railway museum as well as a range
of rollingstock on display from 10:00 to 15:00. Lunch is included as part of all tours available between 12:30 – 13:30.
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Monday 21 June: Afternoon Tours
Tour: John Holland Plant Site
Location

Time

Cost

PPE

256 Star St,
Welshpool

13:30 – 16:00

$30 p/p
incl lunch

Full PPE (long trousers, longsleeved shirts, hard hat, orange
rail compliant high visibility
vest, safety glasses, lace-up
above-ankle steel cap boots – no
exceptions!). 0.00 BAC mandatory.

Overview and tour of the John Holland Plant Services facility including a presentation on collision avoidance technology.
John Holland operate an Early Warning Detection System (EWDS) on all of our track machines. Attendees will also be able to
witness JHG's in house manufacture of Ballast Regulators, one of which is currently in progress in the workshop.
How to get there?
Attendees to make their own way via train to the Railway Museum, arriving at least 45 mins prior to the tour. A shuttle
bus will depart from the Railway Museum. The bus will return attendees to Oats St Station for return trip to city via train.

Tour: Airport Central Station – The (rail) gateway to WA
Location

Time

Cost

PPE

Airport Central
Station, Airport
Drive, Perth
Airport near
Terminals 1 and 2

14:00 – 15:30
(Tour 1)

$30 p/p
incl lunch

Full PPE (long trousers, longsleeved shirts, hard hat, orange
rail compliant high visibility
vest, safety glasses, lace-up
above-ankle steel cap boots – no
exceptions!). 0.00 BAC mandatory.

15:30 – 17:00
(Tour 2)

Located immediately south of the control tower, Airport Central Station will significantly change travel to and from Perth Airport.
One of three new stations being built as part of the $1.86 billion Forrestfield-Airport Link project, the underground station has
been designed to create a seamless journey to and from the airport. The prominent exterior feature is the striking roof shape which
takes inspiration from the contours of aircraft. The station’s internal space, which spans over three levels, will further enhance the
passenger experience, creating a backdrop for artwork installations that showcase Aboriginal heritage and culture. Passengers will
be able to view the extent of the artwork from the extra-wide glass lifts or the triple escalator system. At 35m long and 15m high,
the main escalator is the longest uninterrupted escalator in the Southern Hemisphere.
How to get there?
Attendees to make their own way via train to the Railway Museum, arriving at least 30 mins prior to the tour. A shuttle
bus will depart from the Railway Museum. The bus will return attendees to Oats St Station.

YOUR LOCAL PARTNER OFFERING GEOSYNTHETIC
SOLUTIONS FOR RAIL TRACK FOUNDATION

GEOFABRICS.CO | 1300 60 60 20
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Monday 21 June: Afternoon Tours (continued)
Tour: Bayswater Station
Location

Time

Cost

PPE

Bayswater Station

14:00 – 15:30
(Tour 1)

$30 p/p
incl lunch

Full PPE (long trousers, longsleeved shirts, hard hat, orange
rail compliant high visibility
vest, safety glasses, lace-up
above-ankle steel cap boots – no
exceptions!). 0.00 BAC mandatory.

15:30 – 17:00
(Tour 2)

The new Bayswater Station project will link 3 rail lines, joining the new Forrestfield-Airport Link and Morley-Ellenbrook
lines to the existing rail network. Once complete, Bayswater will be the second busiest station on the Perth network.
The project to construct a new four platform, elevated station also includes:
•
•
•
•

5 new public spaces
Retail opportunities around the station
Bicycle shelter and parking
Integrated bus services

• Changes to the local road network
• Elevated Principal Shared Path
• Rail infrastructure to support the Morley-Ellenbrook and
Forrestfield-Airport lines.

A 30-minute presentation providing an overview of the project and its technical challenges will be followed by a site tour
of the southern section to view:
• The installation of bored pile foundations and pile caps.
How to get there?
Attendees to make their own way via train to/from Bayswater station.

Thursday 24 June
Tour: Holland Rail Services & Aries Rail Facility
Location

Time

Cost

PPE

5/86 Inspiration
Drive, Wangara

10:30 – 12:30

$30 p/p
incl lunch

Closed toe shoes, long pants.

Delegates will be transported to Wangara for a technical tour within the Equipment & Maintenance Facility from which Aries Rail
manages fleet compliance for Holland Rail Services across Western Australia. Delegates will experience a classroom and field
demonstration of the production of flash butt welds using Holland’s new-to-market Flash Butt MobileWelder. There will also
be a virtual demo (live from a remote location) on the collection and management data in real time using Holland’s proprietary
Intelliweld system.
How to get there?
Attendees to make their own way via train to Whitfords Station, arriving at least 30 minutes prior to the tour.
A shuttle bus will deliver attendees to and from the site.
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EXHIBITION
Aaro Group
Brett Cook

T: 1300 899 241 / 0448 145 048
E: brett.cook@aarogroup.com
W: www.aarogroup.com

Aaro Group is a leading provider of asset rehabilitation and maintenance services within Australia.
Aaro has evolved rapidly to become a trusted partner for all pipeline services across multiple
sectors, including local government, mining and rail. Work with us and you’ll discover the unique
benefits of our seamless project delivery.
Agonics
Finbar Holland

T: 0419 117 508
E: fholland@agonics.com
W: www.agonics.com

Agonics delivers critical asset data and reports on railway networks to meet engineering and
regulatory compliance obligations. An Australian owned company with experience across the
globe, we combine decades of rail domain knowledge with sophisticated at- scale LiDAR and
imagery capture, processing and analysis.
ARTC
Phillip Campbell

T: 0407 061 167
E: PCampbell@ARTC.com.au
W: www.artc.com.au

As one of Australia’s largest rail network owners, ARTC manages 8,500km of the nation’s rail
network across five states. Employing more than 1,900 people, ARTC has invested more than
$7 billion over the past 15 years to enhance the safety and efficiency of our rail network to help
underpin Australia’s economy.
Australasian Centre for
Rail Innovation (ACRI)
Paul Murray, Manager - Projects

T: 0422 117 367
E: acri@acri.net.au
W: www.acri.net.au

The Australasian Centre for Rail Innovation undertakes bespoke strategic analysis, research and
policy initiatives for both participants and the broader rail industry. Our collaborative structure
unites private and government rail entities from Australia and New Zealand in the pursuit of rail
innovation in response to both current and future industry challenges. The collaboratively agreed
initiatives are targeted at the areas of participants greatest needs and independently delivered via
universities, research providers and commercial subject matter expertise.
Australian Rail Technology
Peter Raemers

T: 0426 655 077
E: p.raemers@ar-tech.com.au
W: www.ar-tech.com.au

ART is an Indigenously owned company providing power management and electronic equipment
solutions and services to the rail industry. ART specialise in bespoke Engineered Solutions,
which provide value-added outcomes and competitive advantage for its customers. We have
extensive product knowledge spanning System Integration, Condition Monitoring Equipment,
Communications, Overhead Wiring, Rolling Stock, Substations and Signal Systems.
Centre for Railway Engineering
Colin Cole

T: 0437 534 760
E: c.cole@cqu.edu.au
W: www.cqu.edu.au/cre

The Centre for Railway Engineering (CRE) is an industry focused research centre hosted by
CQUniversity. Over the past 25 years CRE has become internationally recognised as a leader in
the provision of applied railway engineering research focusing on rollingstock and multi-body
dynamics, condition monitoring, non-linear modelling, and simulation studies.
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Cold Forge
Andrew Carroll

T: 02 9540 0100
E: acarroll@coldforge.com.au
W: www.coldforge.com.au

Cold Forge develops engineered products for the construction and maintenance of rail permanent
way including track, sleepers, fastenings and related components. Cold Forge is focused on
delivering competitive, reduced cost-of-ownership product solutions that deliver extended life
cycle benefits for our customers. The company is the Australian distributor for British Steel and is
a reseller and stockist of Progress Rail track products.
Engineers Australia
Susan Kreemer Pickford

T: 08 6214 6309
E: skreemerpickford@engineersaustralia.org.au
W: www.engineersaustralia.org.au/

With around 100,000 individual members, Engineers Australia is the profession’s peak body.
We are the voice of the profession and exist to advance the science and practice of engineering
for the benefit of the community. Our high standards, globally-recognised credentials and
international agreements enable Engineers Australia members to live and work around the world
– with our members currently in more than 120 countries. Founded in 1919 as the Institution
of Engineers Australia, our work has underpinned the progress of our nation for more than
a century. Engineering plays a pivotal role in society and will continue to shape the future of
Australia, creating healthy, just, prosperous, secure and sustainable communities.
Holland LP
Kevin Piefer

T: 0438 300 096
E: KPiefer@hollandco.com
W: www.hollandco.com

Founded in 1935, Holland has been a leader in progressive and comprehensive solutions spanning
the rail industry for 85 years. It is not one product, service or solution that does it all but a continuing
dedication to client service and building lasting relationships that address real-world problems with
unique solutions. We employ a diverse, talented, and innovative workforce of nearly 1200 employees
committed to providing the best solutions and service. With multiple facilities and job sites as well
as welding equipment in many countries, we are strategically located to provide our customers with
the best products and services as quickly as possible. We have expanded our global leadership
in flash-butt welding operations with Holland Rail Services Australia Pty, Ltd (HRSA) based in
Perth, WA. In our Western Australia headquarters, we have invested in people, equipment and our
best-in-class full service and support.
Insitu Test
Robin Power

T: 0404 114 751
E: robin.power@insitutest.com.au
W: www.insitutest.com.au

We help you make better informed timely decisions by getting clear insight on what’s going on
below the surface when you are designing or constructing rail infrastructure projects.
Bringing innovation to geotechnics, earthworks and pavements.
Loram Pty Ltd
Tom Smith

T: 1800 059 955
E: enquiriespty@loram.com.au
W: www.Loram.com.au

Since 1954, Loram Maintenance of Way, Inc. has been providing the most advanced, most productive
and most innovative railroad maintenance services and equipment with exceptionally high standards
of quality and performance. Loram has earned over 50 years of experience in the Australian rail
industry and its machines operate on Australia’s major mining networks, interstate freight lines,
and passenger systems. Today, the Loram portfolio represents the industry’s leading range of
comprehensive solutions designed to help you achieve operational excellence, extend rail and track
asset life and enhance efficiency to new levels. For information, please visit us at www.loram.com.au
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Olympus Australia Pty Ltd
Colm Kinsella

T: 0428 450 705
E: colm.kinsella@olympus.com.au
W: www.olympus-ims.com

Olympus is a world-leading manufacturer and distributor of high-quality precision engineering
products, for industrial applications. Products include ultrasonic flaw detectors and thickness gages,
videoscopes and XRF/XRD analysers. Olympus instruments are used in in a variety of industrial
applications including rail. Olympus instruments contribute to the safety of infrastructure and facilities.
Pandrol Australia Pty Limited
Tim Hoare

T: 1800 844 947
E: salesaus@pandrol.com
W: www.pandrol.com

Pandrol is a world leading supplier of infrastructure solutions to the railway industry, specialising
in the design, manufacture and supply of resilient rail fastenings and aluminothermic welding for
applications from light duty metros through to heavy haul freight railways. Our smart systems
increase productivity, monitor track conditions and improve the overall track life cycle. We also
provide a full range of products for urban transportation systems, including conductor rail
systems, rigid catenary systems, solutions for embedded rail, and ballast and structure protection
Plateway Pty Ltd
Phillip Imrie

T: 0417 437 773
E: phillip@plateway.com.au
W: www.plateway.com.au

Plateway is an innovative railway engineering and management consultancy with service
offerings including:
• Railway engineering
• Financial assessments of railway operations and projects
• Railway service design
• General management
• Management system development
Public Transport Authority
of Western Australia

T: (08) 9326 2000
E: enquiries@pta.wa.gov.au
W: www.pta.wa.gov.au

The PTA is responsible for public transport services, school bus services, and designing, building
and maintaining Western Australia’s public transport infrastructure. Our vision is to be recognised
as a leader in providing world-class public transport services and solutions.
RISSB
Jennifer Willcock

T: 0455 556 287
E: info@rissb.com.au
W: www.rissb.com.au

RISSB is industry’s partner in co-regulation, supporting and working hand in hand with the
Australian and New Zealand rail industry to provide the essential tools rail organisations need –
good practice Standards, Codes of Practice, Guidelines and Rules. RISSB is the only accredited
Standards development organisation for the rail industry in Australia and has a vast catalogue of
more than 200 publications, all of which help industry improve safety, reduce costs and increase
productivity and efficiency. RISSB publications can also be used in New Zealand. During a period
of unprecedented growth, RISSB has established itself as an industry leader in co-ordinating
industry, promoting interoperability and harmonisation, and championing safety.
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Rail Track Association Australia
(RTAA)
Business Manager

T: 02 9160 8101
E: businessmanager@rtaa.org.au
W: www.rtaa.org.au

The Rail Track Association Australia, (RTAA), is a voluntary, not-for-profit organisation, dedicated
to pursuing and promoting the interests of rail infrastructure within the Australian community.
With a proud history which began in 1973, the RTAA brings together owners, contractors,
consultants, manufacturers, suppliers, academics, research and development personnel,
regulators and individuals who are part of the Australian rail community. Membership is invited
from individuals, corporations, government bodies, tertiary education and institutions.
Siemens Mobility Pty Ltd
Christian Dolezal

T: 0409 983 646
E: christian.dolezal@siemens.com
W: www.siemens.com/mobility

Siemens Mobility is a separately managed company of Siemens AG. Siemens Mobility is constantly
innovating its portfolio in its core areas of rolling stock, rail automation and electrification, turnkey
systems, intelligent traffic systems as well as related services. In fiscal year 2020, Siemens Mobility
posted revenue of €9.1billion and had around 38,500 employees worldwide.
Speno Rail Maintenance
Australia
Reception

T: 08 9471 5000
E: reception@speno.com.au
W: www.speno.com.au

Speno Rail Maintenance Australia (SRMA) specialise in rail maintenance, technology, diagnostics
and rectification. SRMA specialize in local design, manufacture and service provision of “world’s
best” Rail Grinding, Switch Grinding, Ultrasonic Inspection, Track Geometry and Track Inspection
technologies. The company focus is to safely, consistently and measurably lead innovation in
the key areas of specialist track maintenance technologies and service provision, customized to
deliver cost effective solutions that exceed our individual client’s expectations.
Thermit Australia Pty Ltd
Katie Holloway

T: 02 4313 9405
E: katie.holloway@goldschmidt.com
W: www.thermit.com.au

Thermit Australia has been in operation for over 60 years and our name is synonymous with
aluminothermic welding and glued insulated joint supply in the region. Operating from sites just
outside of Sydney in NSW and Brisbane in QLD, Thermit Australia is well situated to partner with
the local railway industry.
UIC - International Union
of Railways
Tom Sargant

T: 0404 814 048
E: tom.sargant@ranfurlie.com
W: www.uic.org

UIC’s mission: Promote rail transport globally with the objective of responding effectively to
current and future challenges relating to mobility and sustainable development; Develop and
facilitate all forms of international cooperation among members and promote sharing of best
practice; Promote interoperability and develop and publish solutions to railway systemrelated
issues (IRSs); Support members in their efforts to develop new business and areas of activity;
Propose new ways to improve the technical and environmental performance of rail transport,
increase competitiveness and reduce costs.
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Wabtec Corporation
John Dowie

T: 0455 380 680
E: jdowie@wabtec.com
W: www.wabteccorp.com

Moving and improving the world.
Wabtec is a leading global provider of equipment, systems, digital solutions, and value-added
services. Whether it's freight rail, transit, mining, industrial or marine, our expertise, technologies,
and people - together - are accelerating the future of transportation.
ZeticaRail Australia
Ron Fraser

T: 0412 333 227
E: mail@zeticarail.com.au
W: www.zeticarail.com.au

Condition based maintenance planning for track using synchronised above-ground and below-ground
data is becoming common practice. Regular surveys by ZETICA will provide the important trending
information on track assets vital to preparing meaningful maintenance budgets. Determining the
root cause of geometry exceptions and monitoring the quality of earlier maintenance become part
of the benefits. Zetica Australia is working with track maintainers across Australia, New Zealand and
now in South East Asia.
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RTSA AWARDS
2018 Young Railway Engineer
Michelle Doolan
Citation: Michelle currently works at Aurecon as a Track and Civil Engineer specializing in 3D and digital design. She has an
Honours degree in Environmental Engineering and a Bachelor of Arts from Monash University. Michelle has worked on an extremely
challenging project to redesign a Melbourne inner-city freight stabling yard featuring multiple track gauges, five stakeholders and
many physical constraints. She has designed combined services routes and performed earthworks design and modelling for levelcrossing projects, as well as a client-side consultant for the Melbourne Metro tunnel project. Michelle has been extremely active in
showcasing the rail industry, being a panellist in seminars, chairing conference sessions, and participating in short courses. She is
currently being assessed for Chartered Professional status and is also actively mentoring younger engineers to achieve this goal.

2018 Young Railway Engineer
Qian Zheng
Citation: Qian has an honours degree in electrical and electronic engineering from the University of Adelaide. She
is currently working for PTA Western Australia as a Project Engineer for the new Automatic Train Supervision
System, as well as being the Project Manager for the performance-improvement of the existing system. She
presented a paper on the future of train control in Western Australia to CORE 2016 and previously worked in the
400MHz radio replacement program and developed the PTAs level crossing risk profile assessment tool. Qian is
well advanced toward achieving Chartered Professional status and completed a Graduate Diploma of Signalling
and Telecommunications with Central Queensland University in 2015. She was West Australia Chapter Secretary in 2016-7 and is also
active in the Institution of Railway Signals Engineers WA chapter. She has advocated for STEM subjects at schools and universities.

2018 Graduate Engineer Award
Nichelle Naluz
Citation: After completing a Bachelor of Engineering (Civil) degree at Swinburne University of Technology
in 2015, Ms Nichelle Naluz joined Aurecon’s Melbourne office as a rail track and civil Engineer. She has had
various roles in major projects including Victoria’s Regional Rail Revival, the Melbourne Metro Tunnel and the
City Tram Line Extension in Adelaide along with report writing on Fast Rail Technology. Along with working
towards Chartered status Ms Naluz has been active in mentoring with a Global Rail Emerging Professionals
network across all of Aurecon’s office.

2018 Graduate Engineer Award
Kershan Pillai
Citation: After completing a joint Bachelor of Engineering – Commerce degree at the University of New South
Wales in 2015, Mr Kerhsan Pillai joined Transport for NSW and worked on projects associated with the Sydney
Trains network and the New Intercity Fleet. In 2017 he joined SNC Lavalin’s Rail Vehicle Engineering Services
Sydney team to work on projects in Sydney and Melbourne. Along with working towards Chartered status,
Mr Pillai was involved in the selection of a scholarships for fifty young professionals to attend CORE2018 in
Sydney and is actively involved in the SNC Lavalin’s Electrical College for young engineers.
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2019 Graduate Engineer Award Winner
Kamal Yash
Citation: Kamal graduated with BE (Civil) Hons and since 2018 has been a member of the Arup Queensland
Rail team and has participated in the Cross-River Rail project from feasibility studies to evaluation,
compliance reviews, derogations, risk assessments, subsurface utilities review and cadastral surveys for
track, tunnel and stations. He has also contributed to the Brisbane Coach Terminal, Port of Brisbane Rail
Connection study, Auckland Light Rail project and Level Crossing Removal project. He is actively pursuing
Continuing Professional Development through Delft University and Lynda.com on-line courses, and via his
active membership of RTSA, PWI, ARA, Young Engineer Australia Queensland (YEAQ) and the Arup Graduate Development Program.

2019 Railway Engineering PhD Thesis Award Winner
Quan Lai
Thesis title: Development of a novel wheel-rail maintenance strategy utilizing laser cladding technology
Citation: The wheel-rail contact stresses are known to cause material degradation of the rail running
surface in the form of wear and rolling contact fatigue. Dealing with these problems through conventional
maintenance techniques such as grinding, welding repair and rail replacement inflict significant costs
upon railway operators. This thesis provides a systematic study towards a commercially viable railway
maintenance technique using laser-cladding technology to reduce operational costs while alleviating the rate
of material degradation, and hence, increasing the service life of rails. Focusing on high-carbon premium rail steels, the optimum
processing parameters, appropriate cladding materials and heat treatment to achieve high-quality laser depositions are established
through significant number of laboratory experiments and numerical simulations.

2019 Railway Engineering Student Thesis Award Winner
Micah Fountain
Thesis title: A numerical analysis of composite fibre transoms
Citation: Micah has been studying towards a BE (advanced Honours) at Western Sydney University. Micah’s
thesis centred around a numerical analysis of composite fibre transoms, as slated for the relaying of Sydney
Harbour Bridge rail lines, under conditions of derailment impact loading. Two different fastening systems
were assessed and compared, and parametric investigations into insert modulus, impact stress, deflection
and critical stress will serve to advance the science of composite fibre transom design.

2019 Railway Engineering Student Thesis Award Runner-Up
Brendan Cornish
Thesis title: Tilting Train Performance on the Sydney to Melbourne Rail Corridor
Citation: A runner-up prize is awarded to Mr Brendan Cornish for his University of New South Wales student thesis
“Tilting Train Performance on the Sydney to Melbourne Rail Corridor”. After noting that the Sydney to Melbourne
corridor is the second busiest passenger air corridor in the world and earlier high-speed rail studies using new
dedicated track, the thesis examines the option of tilt trains on the existing rail track. Diesel tilt trains were found
to give potential transit time reductions of at least one hour from the current 11-hour Sydney to Melbourne XPT
services with no change in track, with extending the length of transition track before curves offering further reductions in transit time.
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2019 Young Railway Engineer Winner
Kyaw Lwin
Citation: Kyaw has a Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering Degree from the Curtin University of Technology
and has achieved Chartered Status with Engineers Australia. He is currently working for Lendlease as Senior
Overhead Wiring Engineer leading the design phase for the introduction of a Rigid Overhead Conductor Beam
for the 9km twin tunnels of the Melbourne Metro Tunnel Project. Kyaw will present a paper at the World
Engineers Convention 2019 on the topic of “Overhead wiring creativity and innovation applied on the elevated
walkway”. He is a current active member of the Victorian/Tasmanian Chapter of the RTSA assisting in the
coordination and organisation of the annual Undergraduate Railway Challenge in Melbourne and has also provided committee input
with Young Engineers Australia, Australia Engineering Week as well as Engineers without Borders.

2019 Young Railway Engineer Runner-Up
Cong Qiu
Citation: Dr. Cong Qiu is a senior track and materials engineer at the Institute of Railway Technology, Monash
University. He has a PhD in Materials Engineering from Monash University and has been involved in a variety of
projects related to steel development for rails and sleepers, wheel-rail maintenance strategies, rail and wheel
failure analysis, rail welding and more recently qualification of composite sleepers. He is also involved in the
development and revision of Australian standards for steel rails, welding of steel rails and alternative material
sleepers. His industry and academic works have led to more than a hundred technical reports as well as
several journal and conference papers in the field of materials and railway engineering. Dr. Cong has also led the development of
track infrastructure courses at Monash University and has provided expert advice and supervision to Masters and PhD students.

2019 Young Railway Engineer Runner-Up
Kenelm Wong
Citation: Kenelm Wong is a chartered engineer with a Master of Engineering Management and Bachelor of
Engineering. He is a Senior Rolling Stock Engineer with Transport for NSW (TfNSW), developed and delivered
interface standards for light rail vehicles to enable consistency and interoperability across the TfNSW network
through Asset Standards Authority (ASA). He also applied an innovative approach to address train safety and
led the change at both local and national levels. Prior to joining the ASA, Kenelm introduced & managed the
multi-million road rail vehicle recertification scheme in NSW. Kenelm presented 2 CORE papers in the past
and was an organising subcommittee at the 2018 CORE in Sydney. He has also served on the RTSA NSW Chapter since 2013. In the
past 5 years Kenelm was on the development group of 4 RISSB products and was the co-author of 2. Within his organisation, Kenelm
has mentored junior engineers and was a committee member TfNSW Young Professional Network from 2013 - 2017.

2020 Railway Engineering Student Thesis Award Winner
Emil Johansen
Thesis title: Evaluation of macro synthetic fibre reinforced concrete sleepers
Citation: Emil’s thesis noted macro synthetic fibre reinforced concrete (MSFRC) is proposed as new sleeper
design material, while the behaviour of MSFRC under high loading rate is yet to be researched. As the dynamic
behaviour of sleeper involves inertia effects, crack propagation and damage evolution, the experimental testing
to capture dynamic response has become complex. His thesis presented the impact response evaluation of
concrete sleepers under various support conditions by using numerical analysis, to develop impact testing
guidelines for MSFRC and to aid in the research of developing MSFRC sleeper for Australian railway.
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2020 Railway Engineering Student Thesis Award Runner Up
Ryan Thomas
Thesis title: Design, Installation & Commissioning of an Airbrake System to Historic Diesel Locomotive
Citation: A runner-up prize is awarded to Mr Ryan Thomas from the University of the Sunshine Cost for his student thesis titled
“Design, Installation & Commissioning of an Airbrake System to Historic Diesel Locomotive’. The research project utilised design
iterations, hand calculations, finite element analysis and brake force testing to design and commission an air brake system to a
heritage locomotive from 1929. The project managed to maintain the historic image and value of the locomotive in accordance with
the Engineers Australia Heritage panel requirements, whilst adhering to the RISSB and ONRSR standards for main-line running.

2020 Graduate Engineer Award Winner
Mushfika Upama
Citation: Mushfika is a graduate electrical engineer at Arup in Sydney. She received her PhD degree in 3rd
generation photovoltaics from the University of New South Wales in 2019 for her research on the development
of highly efficient and semi-transparent organic and perovskite solar cells. Prior to coming to Australia
she completed a B.Sc. degree in Electrical and Electronics Engineering from the Bangladesh University of
Engineering and Technology in 2012. She co-authored 39 journal articles and 12 conference papers in the
area of photovoltaics and mentored postgraduate students to develop research and communication skills as
a casual tutor at UNSW. Since joining Arup in 2018, Mushfika has worked in the electrical design team on a number of rail and road
projects across Australia, includes earthing and bonding design in AC and DC railway environment, design of high and low voltage supply,
renewable energy assessment, and combined services route (CSR) design for multiple rail projects such as Sydney Metro – Western
Sydney Airport, the Melbourne Level Crossing Removal Programme in Melbourne, and the Morley-Ellenbrook Line in Perth. Although
relatively new to the rail industry, she has demonstrated an ability and keenness to understand the technical aspects of whatever
challenge she has been given and consequently has been given greater responsibility to lead aspects of designs, such as 1500V DC
earthing and bonding design for structures and supplies in Melbourne. Mushfika is a member of Engineers Australia member and
an editor of the Arup Rail Skills Network newsletter, which requires her co-ordinating with rail skills leaders, regional leaders and
knowledge managers for content, keeping up to date with the latest rail technologies and events both within and outside Arup, as well as
editing and writing content. The position has enabled her to broaden her professional network and enhance rail-related knowledge.

2020 Young Railway Engineer Winner
Yang Lit Phay
Citation: Yang Lit Phay completed a degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering with First Class Honours
from the University of Western Australia and has now completed 10 years with Public Transport Authority of
WA. In June 2020 he was appointed to the position of Principal Signals Engineer, Design. He has a long list of
achievements in his railway career including railway level crossing performance simulation model, a train
control analysis tool, participating in the setting up of signals equipment for the Perth Stadium Infrastructure
project, and a training tool for Train Controllers to learn about axle counters, for which he received a PTA Arrow
silver award. After developing his skills in Signals testing he was appointed in 2018 to the position of Senior Signals Engineer and was
one of the first Coordinating Project Engineers in PTA, coordinating the work of several disciplines on various projects. In 2018 he also
participated in the ARA Future Leaders Program, and his team won the ARA Pitching Competition with a railway “Wikipedia” in the
form of a smartphone app. He has authored several papers for CORE and ARA conferences, including a paper for CORE 2021 entitled
“The Internet of Trains (IoT) – a Perspective on Evolving Technology in Railway”. He is active in career and networking events and
sits on several industry panels including the RSSB development group on a standard for axle counters and is working to achieve
Chartered Professional Engineer status in 2020.

2021 Railway Engineering Student Thesis Award Winner
Navsimran Singh
Thesis title: How Australian-developed low-cost printable photo-voltaic panels could be integrated into the
architecture of railway infrastructure
Citation: Navsimran is completing an honours degree in Mechanical Engineering at Monash University.
His innovative thesis explored how Australian-developed low-cost printable photo-voltaic panels could be
integrated into the architecture of railway infrastructure to provide quantifiable carbon-reduction benefits in
an unobtrusive manner.
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2020 Railway Professional of the Year Award Winner
Andrew Hunt
Citation: Andrew Hunt is awarded the RTSA Railway Professional Award for 2020 for his leadership in
railway engineering in New Zealand. A mechanical engineer, he has undertaken many roles in KiwiRail and its
predecessor organisations since starting as a graduate in 1983, including rolling stock design, development
of innovative freight solutions, railway operations, locomotive and rolling stock asset management and
recently in setting and maintaining operating and safety standards for rail vehicles operating on the KiwiRail
network. Andrew has always applied a professional considered approach to each challenge in his career,
thoroughly researching issues and options prior to proposing and engaging on solutions. In his current role he has stood out by his
adherence to the need for high safety standards and for these to not be compromised by political and operating imperatives. He led
the work to establish the RTSA New Zealand chapter in 2007 and has had numerous roles at chapter, New Zealand and Australasian
levels. One of his more significant RTSA contributions was to CORE and he played a key role in bringing CORE 2010 to Wellington and
subsequent to this as a leading member of the CORE advisory group. Andrew is a consummate professional engineer and a welldeserved inaugural winner of the RTSA Railway Professional Award.

2021 Railway Professional of the Year Award Winner
To be announced at CORE2021 Gala Dinner

2021 Railway Engineering Student Thesis Award Winner
Elizabeth Kalou
Thesis title: A comprehensive review of railway sleepers and comparative testing of pre-stressed concrete
and fibre-reinforced sleepers
Citation: Elizabeth’s thesis included a comprehensive review of railway sleepers and comparative testing of
pre-stressed concrete and fibre-reinforced sleepers She is an honours student in Civil Engineering at Western
Sydney University and has had work experience on the Western Sydney airport project working for Bechtel.

2021 Railway Engineering PhD Thesis Award Winner
Yong Pang
Thesis title: Development of laser speckle imaging systems for evaluations of material deformation and
engineering applications in structural health monitoring
Citation: Dr. Yong Pang is awarded with RTSA 2021 PHD Thesis Award, whom his thesis addressed technical
challenges of using laser speckle, develop optical sensors for non-contact, non-destructive and remote
strain measurements and investigated the performance of these optical sensors under laboratory and field
conditions. Contact strain sensing technologies, such as foil strain gauges and fibre optical sensors, have
been extensively used in railway, aerospace and civil engineering for structural health monitoring (SHM). However, installation,
operation and maintenance of contact sensors may require tedious surface preparations and cumbersome wire connections,
which are costly and time-consuming. Therefore, introducing non-contact sensing techniques can be alternatives to address these
limitations. Laser speckle produced by illuminating an optically rough surface act as an information carrier, which records unique
surface information and can be applied to the evaluations of material deformation and SHM. The technical feasibility of laser speckle
imaging for strain measurement has been demonstrated forty years ago. However, it has been rarely used in recent laboratory and
field studies due to strict requirements to the ambient environment in maintaining a high-level of speckle correlation. The proposed
optical sensors development will redefine the strain sensing technique and revolutionize entire Australia’s railway systems to a fully
automatic health monitoring for 24 hours a day and 365 days a year.
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2021 Railway Engineering PhD Thesis Award Runner-Up
Nick Pelham
Thesis title: An investigation into the impact of governance on megaprojects
Citation: Nick is a former Naval Officer and has a Science degree and a PhD from Melbourne University in
Project Management and Engineering. He received the Sir Louis Matheson Award as the best post graduate
civil engineering student in 2015. He has broad consulting and management experience at Halliburton,
Sinclair-Knight-Merz, the Department of Treasury and Finance, Downer EDI and Metro Trains Melbourne and
mentors for Women in Engineering in Project Management and Asset Management. His thesis explored the
reasons for the success of the Regional Trains Revitalization project which avoided the fate of so many complex projects by being
completed on time and on budget. He studied the governance model and the role of the Board in this achievement and from this
articulated a novel theory on project governance.

2020 Railway Engineering PhD Thesis Award Winner
Shah Ahmad
Thesis title: Analysis of a Very Low Tare Mass Wagon Concept for Intermodal Freight
Citation: The tare load of railway freight wagons is significant compared to the gross load (13-43% of the
gross load) which not only reduces the possibility of carrying higher payload but also increases the energy
consumption per payload tonne hauled. In this thesis, the possibility of lowering the tare load by replacing
a two-bogie freight wagon with a new concept two-axle wagon that satisfies the requirements of dynamics
and roadworthiness was studied. A rigorous testing and verification regime using vehicle dynamics analyses
and optimizations was used to develop the new wagon design together with an innovative axle suspension system consisting of a
conventional leaf spring and the UIC link suspension in series with two multi-stage coil springs. With added longitudinal stiffness,
the new concept wagon showed excellent dynamics stability and good capability of negotiating isolated geometric track defects.
The energy saving using the new concept was estimated at 6% to 12% across various operating scenarios.

2020 RTSA Individual Award Winner
John Furness
Citation: John Furness is awarded the 2020 RTSA Individual Award celebrating his 50 year career in railway
engineering. During that time, he established himself as a competent railway engineer entrusted with improving
track infrastructure that enabled rail to meet Australia’s growing freight demands. Based on this valuable and
practical experience John has been instrumental in leading the development of important National Railway
Standards, initially with the Railways of Australia (now known as the Australasian Railway Association), and
latterly as the Chairman of the RISSB Infrastructure Standards Committee. A well-deserved honour.

2020 RTSA Biennial Railway Project Award Honourable Mention
Newcastle Light Rail
Citation: The RTSA wishes to make honourable mention of the Newcastle Light Rail project. This project delivered the 2.7km Newcastle
Light Rail system linking Newcastle Interchange with Newcastle Beach. This is Australia’s first all-catenary-free light rail system and was
designed by Aurecon and WSP, supported by consultants Cox and Context for clients Transport for NSW and UGL. The system employs an
innovative battery-powered overhead charging facility at each station and the lack of overhead wiring and support structures enhances
the appeal of the streetscape while reducing risks. The project exceeded TfNSW’s required “Gold Standard” for sustainability, and
ridership figures have confirmed the excellence and fitness of the design. RTSA congratulates WSP and its partners.
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2020 RTSA Biennial Railway Project Award Winner
Level Crossing Removal Project
Caulfield to Dandenong Alliance (CTDA)
Citation: The RTSA is pleased to announce that the 2020 Biennial Project Award is awarded to the Caulfield to Dandenong Alliance.
This project has removed 9 level crossings by elevating the railway above the surrounding area, meanwhile creating 22.5 hectares
of attractive “liner park” is of immense scope and has been carried out with great speed while working around a very busy operating
railway and through a confined urban area. Besides alleviating road congestion this has resulted in an enhanced urban space, while
enlarging stations and upgrading infrastructure to cater for longer, higher-capacity trains. The project team utilized state-of-theart digital techniques for design and visualization of the proposed works and management of program costs and had to develop
innovative methods to install the overhead track structures in a tightly confined corridor, without interrupting rail operations. We
congratulate the Alliance members Aurecon, Lendlease, CPB Contractors, WSP, Metro Trains Melbourne, and the Level Crossing
Removal Project.

2019 RTSA Annual Rail Scholarship Award
Michelle Tan
Citation: RTSA is pleased to announce that the 2019 Annual Rail Scholarship has been awarded to Michelle
Tan, a Chartered Mechanical Engineer with the Public Transport Authority (PTA)of Western Australia. The
Scholarship will assist Michelle with her studies for a master’s degree in applied data Analytics at the
Australian National University, Michelle graduated from the University of Western Australia with a Bachelors
Double Degree in Mechanical Engineering and Commerce in 2010, and subsequently spent 8 years in
engineering consultancy AECOM working on passenger and freight rail projects in WA, New South Wales
and Hong Kong, before moving to the PTA in 2018 to develop her operational railway experience. As a result of her experience to
date, Michelle has recognised the increasing digitisation of the rail sector as well as the value of accurate and timely information for
good decision making, and the key role data analytics can play in this. The ANU master’s degree in applied data Analytics aims to
provide working professionals with skill sets and knowledge in the fields of data computation, statistics, and social science, which
Michelle plans use to develop scientific data driven prioritized actions for rolling stock design, component procurement, and in-house
maintenance improvements. Michelle has a long-term aspiration to grow PTA’s in-house capability in data analytics across all rail
disciplines. Michelle was a member of both the RTSA WA and National Executive committees for a 6 year period and organised a
number of young rail professional events and an undergraduate railway challenge for the Western Australia and New South Wales
chapters. She won the RTSA Graduate Engineer Award in 2011 and in addition presented papers at both CORE 2014 and CORE 2016.

2020 RTSA Life Membership
Martin Baggott
Martin is one of Australia’s most experienced rail engineers and his 42 years’ experience spans safety
investigation & regulation, track infrastructure, railway operations, commercial feasibility and infrastructure
due diligence. He has successfully managed train operations, introduced new train services, electrification and
enhanced network configurations. Martin is currently consulting in technical assistance to emerging nations
on behalf of the World Bank and as part of World Bank and Asian Development Bank initiatives. These civil
engineering and management duties contain a multi-disciplinary history looking at all aspects of rail networks.
Martin has been a member of RTSA since its inception in 1998 and a chapter committee member over a period of 20 years. In addition,
he was selected as Executive Chair of RTSA for the period 2012 to 2014.
•
•
•
•

1998 Chair WA chapter
2000-2017 Victoria chapter committee
2006 – 2010 Chair Victoria Chapter
2016-2020 Conferences sub-committee member

•
•
•
•

2016-2018 Chair conferences sub-committee
2008-2010 National Executive Chair
2006 and 2010 CORE organising committee
2016 Chair of CORE organising committee

Martin has contributed many papers, courses, seminars etc to RTSA audiences, the most recent of which is a 4 part 2020/21 webinar
series on Management of Rail Operations. Martin’s dedication and many years of service to the RTSA is exemplary and it is now
highly appropriate that he receives the well-deserved award of Life Membership of the Railway Technical Society of Australasia.
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